
K-Scale 20 I 12"
1241

Counter scale with receipt printer
PC technology and updateable firmware
Unlimited network architecture and number of scales
Cash drawer connection (via RJ11 interface)
Multiple barcode formats
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The retail scales have been specially developed for the trade and trade of butcheries, bakeries, fruit and vegetable stands and
supermarkets. The K-Scale PC scales are based on PC technology, with a touch screen monitor for the operator and a VGA
monitor for the customer. The program offers a different solution for each mode of operation: counter scales, hanging
scales, self-service, etc.

You will receive the counter and hanging models with a graphic-capable receipt, label or receipt/label printer. In addition to
the 15-inch touch screen user screen, the unit has a 9-inch VGA screen on the buyer's side (optional 12-inch VGA screen).
This is a powerful marketing tool that allows you to play back images and videos. The intelligently designed electronics allow
the most common repairs of the scale without violating the calibration.

With single-range scales, up to 2/3 of the maximum load can be tared. The entire weighing range can be tared on multiple-
range scales.  

Features

Counter scale with receipt printer

PC technology and updateable firmware

12“ VGA touch screen on operator side and 9“ VGA screen on customer side

Compound scale, operating system (Linux Ubuntu 12.04)

Invoice printing

Ingredients and nutritional information

Cash drawer connection (via RJ11 interface)

USB, SSD, Ram DDR2, Ethernet, RS 232

Unlimited network architecture and number of scales

Commercially available barcode formats (e.g. EAN13, Code128)

Headers, footers, item/product group texts, customers, PLU‘s, tare, VAT, etc. (unlimited)

Digital load cell with metrological seal

Web server, accessible for mobile devices (Android)

Platform size 360 x 265 mm
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Order number
Variation

Approvable Division 
g

Maximum load 
kg

Model 

1241.12.111
K-Scale 20 I 12"

Yes 2 6 -

1241.13.111
K-Scale 20 I 12"

Yes 5 15 -

1241.14.111
K-Scale 20 I 12"

Yes 10 30 -

1241.13.121
K-Scale 20 I 12"

Yes 2-5 6-15 Multi-range scale

1241.14.121
K-Scale 20 I 12"

Yes 5-10 15-30 Multi-range scale

Products
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Order number
Variation

Description

1560.00.002 Weighing pan

1563.00.001 WLAN

1561.00.002 Optional 12“ monitor customer-sided

Accessories
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